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Abstract

Approximate memories expose data elements to errors in order to improve energy efficiency. For a large fraction of data, these
errors are inconsequential or lead only to small losses in application output quality. Nevertheless, for some critical data, errors
may lead to execution flow crashes, resulting in non-produced outputs and wasted computational and energy resources. Thus, these
techniques require some level of control over approximations to generate acceptable outputs and, consequently, to maximize the
energy benefits. Many proposed interfaces for approximate memories rely on burdensome instrumentation of the program or on user
annotations to protect critical data. We present AxRAM, a lightweight interface for approximate data that avoids crashes without
user annotations. AxRAM relies on a memory with configurable reliability levels and protects critical data regions commonly found
on a number of applications from errors. Furthermore, our interface implements a resilient addressing scheme that reduces invalid
data accesses that lead to execution crashes. In an embedded computing scenario with a dual-VDD SRAM, our implementation of
AxRAM reduces 51% of the execution crashes compared to an unprotected approximate memory, resulting in energy savings for 9
out of 12 profiled applications.
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1. Introduction

Susceptibility to faults on modern hardware has increased
with the technological scaling challenges in the dark silicon
era [1]. Circuits are less reliable due to a higher exposition to
transient faults, and mechanisms to suppress and correct these
faults are increasingly costly with a negative impact on perfor-
mance and energy efficiency [2–4]. At the same time, applica-
tions of data mining, classification, and synthesis have emerged
as a significant portion of global computational resources and
energy consumption, from mobile devices to large scale data
centers [5]. For many of these applications that rely on massive
volumes of data, exactness is not required or even possible. This
creates opportunities for relaxing computational accuracy [6]
across the system stack, from applications to circuits [7] in or-
der to achieve better performance or energy savings [8].

Data approximation techniques explore storage in mem-
ory components at unreliable levels [9–12]. These levels lead
to energy savings at the cost of possible errors in application
data that may reflect in output inaccuracy [13–16]. Therefore,
data elements as variables, constants, inputs, and references are
exposed to errors, and applications executed in these environ-
ments should tolerate some inaccuracy in their results. Never-
theless, all applications have a limit of tolerated inaccuracy. As
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the number of data errors increases, the output degradation also
grows and may trespass this tolerable limit, generating a useless
result. Furthermore, these errors may affect some data differ-
ently from others in the same application. Function pointers are
examples of critical application data – while an error in a pixel
of a bitmap degrades a tiny portion of an image, an error in a
function pointer may cause the loss of the control flow and, con-
sequently, an execution crash without a result [16, 17]. With-
out an output, computational efforts and energy resources are
wasted, resulting in decreased benefits. Practical use of data ap-
proximation, therefore, requires interfaces that act between the
application and the approximation technique, controlling what
data can or cannot be exposed to errors, or triggering recovery
strategies when critical errors occur.

Many data approximation architectures [10, 11, 18, 19] pro-
pose different levels of reliability at memory partitions to store
critical data in regions that are free from errors. However, the
identification of critical data depends on several factors, such as
the approximation technique, program inputs, data structures,
and application context [20–23]. Several works [13, 17, 24–26]
control approximations by relying on annotations or commands
from the programmer to decide where to place data. While ef-
fective in protecting against crashes, these techniques bring ad-
ditional complexity, since programmers need to worry about the
approximation control and must have expert knowledge about
the application data. Moreover, an approximation-specific layer
of code must be supported over the lifetime of the applica-
tion, jeopardizing maintainability and portability. Approxima-
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tion control interfaces that implement runtime systems, on the
other hand, can monitor and recover from computations that
cause execution crashes or quality lower than required [27–
30]. Nevertheless, this type of system usually adds an execution
overhead that decreases the approximation benefits on energy or
performance by checkpoint and rollback mechanisms.

We present AxRAM, a high-level interface for approxi-
mate data access that improves execution resilience by allow-
ing coarse-grained control of the approximate state of a data
region. We found that invalid memory references are the main
cause of crashes for many applications running on systems with
approximate memories. To protect memory references without
annotations in these data, we identify operations with invalid
addresses and protect critical memory regions that store point-
ers. Thus, AxRAM corrects memory access violations by only
accessing addresses within memory bounds, avoiding interrup-
tions on the execution flow. To protect other references and crit-
ical data, AxRAM divides the data array in fixed-size memory
banks, where each bank can choose between an approximate
level and an accurate state. To isolate a memory region implic-
itly, we identify the system stack as an area that stores control
pointers and other critical application data. Thus, our imple-
mentation isolates this memory location without any user anno-
tation to identify critical data.

We propose an architecture model that allows the imple-
mentation of the AxRAM interface. This model is based on
voltage overscaling approximation on an SRAM that has two
global levels of the supply voltage. The first, higher, voltage
level is the nominal value for the memory cell, which guar-
antees the execution of memory operations at the minimal de-
signed error rate. An adjustable voltage regulator provides the
second global voltage level, at which lower voltages lead to en-
ergy savings with higher error rates in the memory operations.
Despite our interface is built to work with a voltage-overscaled
SRAM, it is suitable to other approximate memories that ex-
hibit related error models, such as DRAMs with timing or en-
ergy changes.

We evaluated the design by simulating the execution of
12 selected applications from various computing domains. For
each application, we defined as error-free the minimum amount
of banks to store the application stack, keeping locally allo-
cated data safe and avoiding execution crashes on subroutine
return. We detail our evaluation with an analysis of execution
crashes, output quality, average energy cost, and quality-energy
efficiency metrics. Our contributions, built upon our previous
work in [31], include:

• An addressing scheme for data stored in approximate
memories that avoids execution crashes;

• Implicit protection of a memory region that stores critical
data;

• A memory architecture design that allows the coexistence
of accurate and approximate memories of variable sizes
in the same system;

• An exploration of applications and an analysis of how
they behave under approximate environments.

Our experimental evaluation compares AxRAM with the
use of a voltage-overscaled approximate memory, employing
no data protection. Our results show that AxRAM eliminates
data crashes, reducing 51% of total execution crashes. When
comparing AxRAM with an approximate memory without any
data protection, AxRAM offers energy savings of 9% at a 95%
average quality threshold.

2. Background and Related Work

The Approximate Computing paradigm focuses on the ex-
ploration of error tolerance in applications to achieve perfor-
mance or energy benefits [32]. From algorithm to circuit layers,
several proposals [33–36] exploit error tolerance with an impact
on execution flow and application data.

Approximation techniques provide opportunities to im-
prove area, power, performance, and energy efficiency transfer-
ring accuracy constraints across the system layers [37]. Never-
theless, these benefits are limited to the acceptable inaccuracy
of the application output.

2.1. Approximate Data

Data approximation may lead to lower energy consumption
or higher performance using techniques that approximate mem-
ory components [9]. Among several implementations of mem-
ory structures, most are highly sensitive to circuit variability
since they typically use smaller components [15].

The diversity of components allows proposals of many
memory approximation techniques, from the adjustment of op-
erating parameters [16, 33, 38] to modification of hardware
components [39, 40]. Modifications of hardware components
include replacing blocks with similar data [40]. Parameter ad-
justments depend on the type of memory and its features, like
DRAM refresh rates [33], PCM density [16], and SRAM supply
voltage [38, 41].

Voltage overscaling is an approximation technique that
modifies the supply voltage to values under nominal specifica-
tion [42]. A memory circuit in this condition exposes its data to
noise that may cause dynamic and static errors. This instability
follows the voltage scaling on SRAMs regularly, which leads to
a relation between error rate and supply voltage [38].

AxRAM experimental implementation uses dynamic volt-
age scaling on SRAM components to achieve energy savings at
the cost of data error exposition. Our estimation of energy sav-
ings follows the model proposed by Wang and Calhoun [38],
that relates the SRAM supply voltage to an error probability.

2.2. Data Protection Interfaces

Interfaces that control approximations at data level usually
separate application data into error-resilient and accurate. This
separation is necessary to avoid errors in application data that
are critical and do not tolerate errors. Errors on these data may
nullify execution results, decreasing the average quality of out-
puts and increasing the energy consumed by recovery mecha-
nisms. Thus, error in critical data also impacts the benefits pro-
vided by the approximation technique.
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The protection of critical data can be performed through
annotations on variables at high-level programming language.
EnerJ [13] features type qualifiers that split data into two lev-
els of data quality: approximate and precise. This demands ar-
chitectural support for these two levels of operation. Energy
Types [24] allows more levels of operation through energy
specifications. Despite the higher control of the programmer,
this proposal also demands hardware support for this regula-
tion. DECAF [20] allows error tolerance degrees and extends
quality constraints to non-annotated data. This work proposes a
compilation system that infers data affected by annotated data.
This allows the programmer to annotate only the most crucial
data. DECAF reaches this implication through static and dy-
namic analysis of the application.

When the approximation mechanism is applied directly to
the hardware, the application requires some interface to control
(or be controlled by) the approximations. Previous work usu-
ally implements such control in the architecture level, extend-
ing the ISA to identify and protect critical regions and define the
execution flow. Truffle [11] is a micro-architecture implement-
ing dual-voltage operation that supports ISA extensions for data
protection, where critical data operations are executed in a pre-
cise way. Quora [19] is an extension to ISA that allows choosing
quality constraints explicitly on hardware instructions through
programmable vector processors. STAxCache [26] combines
circuit and architectural techniques to control the impact of er-
rors produced by a cache memory implementation controlled by
user instructions. This ISA extension allows the user to specify
quality requirements on data arrays of the cache memory.

Our architectural model is based on a two reliability level
memory design, where it is possible to store data less resilient
to errors in the more reliable level of operation. AxRAM pro-
tects critical application data without requiring the user to iden-
tify them by protecting the region of the system stack, which
commonly contains critical data in many types of applications.

2.3. Runtime System Interfaces

Runtime systems control and recover from errors by dy-
namically managing the execution flow. These interfaces usu-
ally require instrumentation or tuning to add checkpoints and
recovery code to avoid execution crashes. Error management
at runtime aims to avoid unexpected execution behaviors by
dynamically capturing the execution flow. Relax [25] is an ar-
chitectural framework that offers runtime control to software
recovery of application behavior. In this work, an ISA exten-
sion allows the compiler to guarantee the state of the pro-
gram through retrying or discarding computations. Ringenburg
et al. [30] propose a dynamic quality monitor with offline de-
bugging instrumentation that tracks data flow of approximate
operations. The quality monitor uses correlations identified by
the offline tool between individual operations and output qual-
ity.

Recalibration of online monitoring sometimes is necessary
to update quality measures or error control. SAGE [27] is a
runtime system with compiler support to generate several ker-
nels with distinct levels of reliability. Periodically, the runtime

system is calibrated to dynamically choose the appropriate ker-
nels. Rumba [28] recovers from large errors detected by simple
prediction models and measured through online parameter tun-
ing. ApproxQA [29] considers an approximation mode tuning
through learning algorithms and allows recovery computations
based on a statistic accuracy threshold. Crash Skipping [43]
avoids overheads of recovering computations by skipping in-
structions that lead to crashes. If the current instruction causes
the interruption of the execution flow, it is replaced by a nop,
and the control flow continues sequentially.

The addressing scheme of AxRAM is a runtime system that
does not need checkpoints, recalibration, or tuning. This makes
the interface a lightweight system that does not add signifi-
cant overheads in the execution environment or user annota-
tions. Crash Skipping [43] is an interface that fits in these re-
quirements, but without any attempt to recover incorrect data.
This interface also avoids crashes caused by execution flow de-
viations, redirecting to the last executed function or instruc-
tion. AxRAM avoids redirecting the control flow as a feature
since operations that cause these crashes would deviate the
control flow to an unrecoverable memory region. Furthermore,
AxRAM treats incorrect pointers that cause crashes and pro-
tects regions of critical data. Thus, our interface avoids execu-
tion crashes caused by out-of-bounds memory addresses and
corrects these data to values within the bounds, unlike Crash
Skipping, which just avoids crashes.

3. The AxRAM Memory Interface

AxRAM is an interface to improve execution resilience,
maximizing the benefits provided by approximate memories.
Our proposal improves the average output quality to increase
energy efficiency by avoiding execution crashes in approximate
data environments. This approach considers that, in a produc-
tion scenario, an application typically runs multiple times with
different inputs. Every single execution instance is subject to
some errors from the approximate environment (in this case,
the memory), which may lead to quality degradation and, even-
tually, an execution crash. By avoiding crashes, we allow many
of the previously unsuccessful execution instances to last longer
and produce some output. Thus, the average quality amongst
a whole batch of executions is increased not by better quality
for every single instance, but mainly by producing more re-
sults. This reduces the amount of energy spent on unsuccessful
computations, increasing efficiency, and potentially allows the
whole application to be subject to higher error levels, as dis-
cussed in our experimental results.

We propose two modifications into memory design to avoid
execution crashes. Our improvement focus on execution re-
silience by (1) treating accesses out of allowed memory bound-
aries and (2) protecting critical data regions commonly found
on many applications. The remainder of this section classifies
execution crashes and discusses the fundamentals of these two
approaches.
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3.1. Types of Crashes

Execution crashes are premature terminations of execution
flow that lead to no output production. Without an output, the
quality cannot be computed and is perceived as zero, which
reduces the average quality of executions. These terminations
usually are caused by errors in critical application data. We clas-
sify execution crashes into three types:

• Data crashes: when an attempt to fetch data from an in-
valid memory address causes an access violation.

• Flow crashes: when the control flow tries to jump to an
incorrect region of memory.

• Timeouts: when there is no valid result produced after
some reasonable, application-specific, amount of time.

A load or store operation with an out-of-bounds pointer
causes a data crash. An attempt to jump to an invalid control
address causes a flow crash. Timeouts happen on applications
that rely on data convergence, when errors accumulate and pre-
vent the execution to meet the stop criteria. Besides, the use of
data structures based on memory references may cause these
crashes: an error may produce a wrong pointer, causing infinite
iterations over random or irrelevant memory locations.

3.2. Treatment of Incorrect Pointers

Memory boundaries are defined by the size of the memory
in embedded systems and by the application bounds in virtual
memory. A significant number of crashes are caused by mem-
ory operations on addresses that are out of application bound-
aries. These addresses were data pointers, stored in memory,
that had one or more bits flipped due to an error. An attempt to
operate with an invalid address makes the system throw an ac-
cess violation signal. This signal stops the control flow and dis-
cards the remaining computation, causing an execution crash.
This leads to no output being produced and decreases the aver-
age quality of results in the approximate environment.

To correct invalid addresses, we need to identify data point-
ers stored in memory. Nonetheless, pointers are indistinguish-
able from any other data at the memory level, and identifying
them requires additional information from the application level,
adding significant overhead. Hence, we propose to detect data
pointers through instructions that manipulate pointers. When
load or store instructions are executed, these instructions re-
ceive a data pointer as a parameter.

Our proposal is an addressing scheme to treat invalid point-
ers that are out of allowed memory boundaries. AxRAM iden-
tifies data pointers on memory operations and verifies whether
these addresses are within memory bounds or not. Instead of
throwing an access violation signal, we proceed with the com-
putation after treating the incorrect pointer. We evaluate three
forms of treatment for incorrect pointers during the execution:
(1) discarding the current instruction, (2) zeroing the destina-
tion register, and (3) truncating the address indicated by the
pointer within bounds.

Yes

(AxRAM proposal)

Is $r1 a valid
address?

load $a, $r1

$r1 is an address
 loaded from memory

load data from $r1 in $a

next instruction

throw an access violation
signal

(conventional way)

Treat the incorrect pointer in $r1

No

Zero

Truncate

DiscardTreatment of
incorrect pointers

load 0x0 in $a

load data from 
($r1 & bit_mask) in $a 

app flow
[...]

bit_mask is based 
on the maximum allowed
address

flow to produce a result

Figure 1: Treatment of incorrect pointers working in a load instruction.

Figure 1 shows an example of how is the workflow of the
treatment of incorrect pointers with a load instruction. Depend-
ing on the implementation of this treatment, different values are
loaded into the destination register, but, in all cases, the exe-
cution flow continues to the next instruction. This is different
in the conventional way, where the execution flow stops and
throws an access violation signal. However, in the case of a
branch instruction, the incorrect pointer refers to the next in-
struction in the execution flow and, therefore, the remaining in-
structions may be lost through a flow crash.

Discarding the current instruction leaves unchanged the
value in the destination register, and the remaining computation
proceeds without any change in context. This treatment can be
advantageous in the case of a loop that uses the destination reg-
ister to load temporary values, for example, because the com-
putation proceeds with a value from the previous iteration. If
these values are pixels of an image, the value from a previous
iteration can be similar to the current one.

Loading zero in the destination register can be advanta-
geous in the case of some data structures like linked lists. These
structures depend on pointers that indicate the next element. A
pointer reading zero is conveniently used to indicate the end of
the list. When finding an incorrect address while iterating over
such a structure, there is no way of finding where the next po-
sition is stored, thus zeroing the value would indicate the end
of the list and allow computation to proceed towards some, not
necessarily correct, output.

Finally, truncating the pointer value is a more generic ap-
proach. The truncation applies a mask to the value based on the
characteristics of the memory space. All bits that would rep-
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Figure 2: Example of how the memory boundaries protection works.

resent an invalid memory location are zeroed, forcing the ad-
dress to be valid. This truncation is an attempt to correct the
address to the original value, considering the common case rep-
resented in Figure 2, in which the memory is smaller than the
addressing capability of the data word, where invalid addresses
would be triggered by an incorrect reading of higher magnitude
bits of the address. This treatment can be advantageous in more
general contexts since it tries to recover the original value of
the pointer. Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that an incorrect
pointer will return to its original value after the mask is applied
because an error may occur on less significant bits or more than
one error may change the pointer. In the case of an incorrect
(but valid) pointer, the computational work proceeds with the
wrong data fetched from this address.

The choice for which treatment to perform depends on the
implementation of the interface. To simplify the usage of this
feature, AxRAM loads the configuration at boot time and per-
forms the same treatment for all applications. Thus, the treat-
ment of incorrect pointers requires no user intervention since
the execution environment triggers it automatically. This ad-
dressing scheme can be implemented on the architecture, OS,
or as a runtime system that encapsulates memory accesses.
AxRAM implements an error recovery mechanism that does
not need checkpoints or program instrumentation. Furthermore,
the implementation of AxRAM as a runtime system represents
a lightweight avoidance of and recovery from crashes without
programmer intervention or program modifications. The energy
cost of this implementation is lower than runtime systems that
recover from errors by checkpointing, monitoring the execu-
tion, and re-executing entire functions or computational tasks.
Moreover, the hardware implementation of this treatment is as
simple as an AND gate in the memory input to modify pointer
values, which represents a negligible overhead in performance
or energy.

3.3. Critical Data Protection
Incorrect data pointers cause a significant part of execution

crashes. Nevertheless, these pointers are not the only critical
application data. Flow pointers or control indexes, e. g. return
addresses of functions, file headers, and loop control indexes,
are critical values that are not treated by the addressing scheme.
Several works [13, 16, 20, 24, 44] propose the error isolation of

critical data by extending the programming language to include
annotations to classify how critical each data portion is. These
annotations require, from the programmer, expert knowledge
of the approximated environment, of the control mechanism,
and a full understanding of the application data, reducing the
portability of the solution. Thus, the automatic identification of
critical data is essential to improve execution resilience without
programmer intervention.

We identify the system stack as a contiguous region, usu-
ally small, that contains some critical data in many types of
applications. Compilers use the system stack to store tempo-
rary execution values, such as shorter-lived automatic variables
and loop control indexes. Errors on these indexes may cause a
loop to execute indefinitely, which leads to a timeout crash. Fur-
thermore, return addresses of functions are commonly stored in
the stack region. These pointers indicate where the execution
flow must return after the end of a called function. An error
on these data makes the execution flow try to jump to an incor-
rect address causing a flow crash immediately. Furthermore, the
system stack boundaries are easily traceable at the architecture
level. These characteristics make the system stack a natural can-
didate region to be protected from errors without programmer
intervention.

4. Implementation

A memory interface acts between an approximation tech-
nique and the application. The approximation technique de-
pends on an environment implementing an architectural model
that allows the approximation. In this section, we discuss the
implementation of our interface with approximation techniques
and other issues that could be faced on the usage of AxRAM.

4.1. Architectural Model

AxRAM offers two main features to protect and recover an
application from crashes in an approximate environment. The
treatment of incorrect pointers operates directly at the mem-
ory addressing scheme, independently from the architectural
model. Nevertheless, critical data isolation requires some archi-
tecture support to isolate some parts of the memory from errors.

AxRAM architecture model for data isolation defines two
reliability levels in memory storage. One of these levels should
be an operation considered as free from errors. Several pro-
posed architectures [10, 11, 18, 19] separate memory regions
by reliability levels to isolate some data from errors. AxRAM
is compatible with the architectural model of Truffle [11]. This
model, however, requires the usage of ISA extensions, which
demands changes in some level of the application. Therefore,
we purpose an architectural model to avoid excessive applica-
tion changes.

Our architectural model also uses voltage scaling as an ap-
proximation source in an embedded SRAM main memory. De-
spite that, AxRAM is suitable for other memory approxima-
tions that exhibit non-deterministic data errors and allow the
division of memory into approximate and non-approximate re-
gions. In our architectural model, illustrated in Figure 3, SRAM
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Figure 3: Memory architecture of AxRAM

is divided into banks, where each memory bank defines a region
supplied by a common voltage. One single configurable voltage
regulator supplies a voltage level below the nominal specifica-
tion of the memory banks, that is, a voltage level at which the
stored data is more susceptible to errors [38]. A switch in the
power line of each bank specifies whether the bank should use
the nominal, higher, error-free Vin voltage or the lower error-
prone voltage supplied from the regulator. The additional hard-
ware has negligible impact in performance and area overhead
by power-gating transistors and small inverters that represent
less than 1% of area overhead [45].

To control the SRAM approximation, the model includes
two memory-mapped registers. Register $reg a defines the volt-
age level supplied by the voltage regulator and register $reg x
controls the gate switching to define which banks are on the
approximate state.

These memory-mapped registers work as knobs to control
approximations. In the case of an embedded systems environ-
ment, without the supervision of an Operating System (OS),
these knobs can be configured before the execution of the ap-
plication. Thus, the main work to port an application to this en-
vironment is to find the tolerable error rate for the application.
This error rate represents the limit of imprecision tolerated.

4.2. OS Support

The architectural model from 4.1 supports the execution
without application changes in an embedded systems environ-
ment with AxRAM as a runtime system. If an OS supervises
the application, the control knobs should be configured by the
OS since other applications could use the same memory. The

OS

Configure	$reg_a	with
minimum(rate0,	rate1)

Load	application	A0

Configure	$reg_x

Load	application	A1

Allocate	data	in	the
space	already
protected

Application A0

rate0 is the maximum
error rate that A0 supports

Execute	[...]

Allocate	space	in	stack

Execute	[...]

Application A1

rate1 is the maximum
error rate that A1 supports

Execute	[...]

Figure 4: An example of the OS workflow running applications A0 and A1.

OS is the runtime system that implements the interface, in this
case.

To make the configuration of the approximate memory sim-
pler, our architectural model supports only two reliability lev-
els concurrently – one considered as precise and another that
exposes data to a configurable error rate. Thus, all data stored
in approximate regions are exposed to the same error rate at a
given point in time. This error rate is the same for all applica-
tions running in this environment that have data exposed to er-
rors. Therefore, a syscall with a probability as parameter should
be available to configure the SRAM error rate when necessary.

The reliable regions of the approximate memory contain the
program stack, which belongs to an application in an environ-
ment with an OS. The application stack is previously allocated
by the OS. Thus, to implicitly protect this region, the OS has
to specify in the $reg x register the memory area reserved to
store the stack. The OS has control over all memory pages allo-
cated to the applications, thus the stack protection works with-
out changes in the application.

Figure 4 shows an example of the workflow of an OS
running two applications, where it prepares the execution of
each application pre-allocating free-error regions by configur-
ing $reg x. If more space in the application stack is needed, it
is allocated in these regions. The error rate of the approximate
regions in $reg a is configured with the minimum supported
value between all applications.

The second main feature of AxRAM is an addressing
scheme to treat out-of-bounds memory references. If the ap-
plication is supervised by an OS implementing virtual memory,
this scheme considers only the virtual address space. The ad-
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dressing scheme is activated when the system is going to raise
an access violation signal. Instead of treating it as a segmenta-
tion fault, the OS applies the treatment of incorrect pointers and
continues with the remaining computation. The proposed treat-
ments by discarding the current instruction or considering as
zero the current data are implemented independently from OS
addressing. Nevertheless, the truncation of the incorrect pointer
should consider the virtual memory space of the application.
Since all memory references within an application are virtual
memory addresses and the correction of the pointer forces it to
within the specific application virtual memory space, the ap-
proach does not affect memory isolation, nor does it influences
any other memory management activities.

4.3. Concurrency Control

AxRAM critical data protection works on a configured er-
ror isolation of memory banks of $reg x and an approximation
level control of $reg a. The isolation of memory banks from er-
rors allows control over which parts of data are not exposed
to errors. AxRAM proposes to isolate the application stack,
making this control application-specific. Thus, the execution of
more than one process does not affect this protection. However,
to multithreaded applications, several flows are running using
the same error-free region. Thus, the control of this concur-
rency in shared memory regions is necessary but it is the same
as without the approximate environment.

The error rate, in the proposed architectural model, is the
same for the entire approximate memory, so multiple processes
or threads running in the same environment are exposed to the
same error rate. Therefore, if applications with different error
tolerance are executed in the same environment, the approxi-
mation level should be adjusted to the minimum tolerated error
rate of these applications. This decreases the energy benefits of
the most error-tolerant application but grants the execution of
the less tolerant.

5. Methodology

This work relies on the study of errors impact at the applica-
tion level. This study needs to evaluate different techniques and
error models. A fast alternative to make this evaluation is the
modeling of data errors at higher-level abstractions in a simula-
tion environment. A simulation environment allows implemen-
tations of different approximation techniques on several tech-
nologies.

5.1. Implementation and Setup

The experimental evaluation of our proposal is in an em-
bedded systems environment where one single-threaded appli-
cation runs in bare metal in the CPU without the supervision
of an OS. In this environment, the application has access to the
entire memory array through an SRAM main memory with the
architectural model described in 4.1. This implementation is a
model with no influence of other applications or a middleware
on the effect of errors and on energy savings.

In our modeling approach, an approximate state changes
the supply voltage of the data memory and exposes data to dy-
namic errors according to a uniform probability. This model is
implemented in an ADeLe-generated [46] CPU model for the
ArchC architectural simulator [47] using a MIPS32 architec-
ture. The simulator replaces all read and write operations on
the data memory with a software model that is susceptible to
error, by performing a single bit flip in a random position of
the data word. This bit flip represents an error according to a
uniform probability specified in $reg a.

We compare AxRAM with an approximate memory in a
scenario of a voltage-overscaled SRAM that implements the
same approximate states, architecture, and error model [38].
This environment implements neither AxRAM addressing
scheme nor critical data protection. The implementation of the
same approximate states makes this a fair comparison because
it allows the applications the same data error probability on both
techniques, with and without our proposed features. We refer to
this environment as “approximate memory” in our results sec-
tion.

5.2. Quality Metrics

Quality metrics try to quantify how different is an approx-
imate output compared to the accurate output. Thus, the qual-
ity metric is resulting from a comparison between the outputs
of accurate and approximate executions of the same code. The
metrics that we use in this work are:

• Mean Relative Error (MRE);

• Normalized Number of Equal Elements (NEE): The frac-
tion of elements (single datum, lines, or words) in both
output data.

• Normalized Number of Elements Out of Margin
(NEOM): The fraction of elements out of an acceptable
margin of error.

• Structural Similarity (SSI): The difference between two
images [48].

All of these metrics return a percentage indicating how sim-
ilar the application output is compared to a non-approximate ex-
ecution, where 100% means they are identical. While different
metrics are not numerically comparable, the normalized range
enables us to define a unique threshold for all applications for a
better understanding of the results. Furthermore, different qual-
ity metrics can be used to evaluate the same kind of data, such as
MRE and SSI measuring the difference between images. Some
metrics, however, are restricted to specific data types, as SSI to
images. In this work, we chose one quality metric per applica-
tion to simplify the evaluation of execution outputs.

Figure 5 exemplifies how the occurrence of memory errors
affects the output of the application jpeg and how the quality
metric SSI captures the quality depreciation. The first image
shows an error-free output, in which the computation result is
identical to the accurately-computed baseline. Images (b)-(d)
show two types of consequences of errors, depending on the
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(a) 100% (b) 99%

(c) 76% (d) 49%

Figure 5: Examples of SSI quality measure of images.

code region they affect: incorrectly storing parts of the Huff-
man code into memory cause errors isolated to single 8x8 pixels
blocks, causing a lower impact on similarity; and incorrectly re-
trieving the Huffman coefficients from the last computed block,
where the coefficients are cascaded, causes the image to exhibit
stripes of different brightness, leading to a larger impact on sim-
ilarity. Since errors are injected randomly, they can happen at
any point in the execution, and the final impact on quality is not
directly a function of the error rate. For example, both images
(c) and (d) were subjected to the same error rate of 1.27E-5, but
in the second case a high brightness causes the image to appear
white at the bottom, thus the difference from the original image
is more evident and the quality metric is lower.

5.3. Applications
Table 1 shows the applications we use on the evaluation.

These applications represent a wide range of the usages of
computational systems, such as linked lists, function point-
ers, floating points, compressing, and arithmetic operations.
Furthermore, some applications represent different implemen-
tations of a solution to the same problem, like dijkstra and
floyd-warshall (the shortest path problem), or manipulate the
same kind of data inversely, like bzip2 and bunzip2 (compress-
ing/decompressing). We classify applications into three types:
signal processing, CPU-bound, and memory-bound. Signal pro-
cessing applications are commonly applied to the context of
approximate computing and include image processing applica-
tions. CPU-bound applications are kernels that stress the CPU
in the majority of its processing with few memory accesses.
Memory-bound applications spend major time of the execution
with accesses to memory into the kernel.

Being voltage-overscaling a non-deterministic approxima-
tion technique [7], we need to perform several executions to

Table 1: Applications of our experiments
Application Type Quality metric
2mm [49] Memory-bound

MREnbody [50] CPU-boundspectralnorm [50]
reg detect [49] Signal processing
bunzip2 [51]

Memory-bound NEE
bzip2 [51]
dijkstra [52]
floyd-warshall [49]
qsort [52]
fft [52] Signal processing NEOM
jpeg [53] SSImandelbrot [50] CPU-bound

evaluate the impact of errors in the application. Thus, we exe-
cute 100 times each application at each error rate. The error rate
determines the approximation level of the technique. We eval-
uate the applications at 40 error rates in logarithmic intervals
from 1E-9 to 1E-4. The 1E-9 represents an error rate where
most of the evaluated applications do have execution crashes,
and, in the 1E-4 error rate, most of the evaluated applications
obtain results with quality equals to zero. For simulation pur-
poses, the approximation technique was applied only to the
code in the main computation stage of each application, in order
to avoid errors to happen during I/O phases that emulate some
peripheral behavior.

5.4. Quality Control and Energy

The usage of approximate memory implies errors in some
application data. These errors can result in some quality loss
in the output of each execution. Since the minimum acceptable
quality depends on the context of the application, the tolerable
limit of error also depends on this context. Nevertheless, there
is no way to measure the output quality without the accurate
result, obtained through a non-approximate execution. To cal-
culate the energy savings, we define a threshold in the quality
metric that each execution output must obey. Thus, the energy
cost is based on several quality thresholds of execution outputs.
To avoid application stalling, we set a timeout as the double of
the accurate execution time for each application.

The energy savings are based on a relative value to the nom-
inal voltage of the SRAM. The data to infer the relative voltage
is extracted from Wang and Calhoun [38], where the authors
present error rates for a voltage range of SRAM cells calculated
through the static noise margin of these cells. The data used in
this work is from a 45nm 6T SRAM, balanced cells where the
error rate is independent of the stored data. We implement the
errors in memory read and write operations considering the rate
of the highest error probability at each voltage.

6. Evaluation Results

We present in our experimental evaluation a comparison be-
tween the three forms of treatment of incorrect pointers. Fur-
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Figure 6: Executions crashes implementing techniques to treat incorrect pointers.

ther, we consider the treatment by truncation as the implemen-
tation of AxRAM in our chosen environment and illustrate in
a case study the analysis of the impact of addressing and data
protection on execution crashes. Lastly, we evaluate and dis-
cuss AxRAM considering four main metrics: number of execu-
tion crashes, output quality, energy savings, and quality-energy
efficiency.

6.1. Treatment of Incorrect Pointers
The purpose of this treatment is to avoid data crashes caused

by incorrect pointers. Figure 6 shows execution crashes of all
applications with the evaluated error rates to the three forms
of treating incorrect pointers in isolation. Truncate refers to the
treatment by truncating incorrect pointers into allowed memory
boundaries, zero refers to writing the value zero in the desti-
nation register, and discard refers to the treatment by discard-
ing the instruction with the incorrect pointer. The left-most bar
shows the crashes for the use of an approximate memory with-
out any protection or treatment.

As the error rate increases, the number of execution crashes
also grows, however to a lesser extent when applying tech-
niques for the treatment of pointers. The three addressing
schemes have similar behavior considering the type and the
number of execution crashes. Data crashes are almost zero
among all applications, while flow crashes and timeouts in-
crease together with the error rate. However, truncate exhibits
fewer timeouts and more flow crashes than the other treatments
among several error rates. Timeouts are energy costly execu-
tions that do not produce any result. To avoid such wasted
resources, and given that the three techniques are similar in
other aspects, we focus our evaluation on an implementation
of AxRAM that uses truncate.

6.2. Impact of Addressing and Data Protection
The addressing scheme and the stack protection of AxRAM

intend to reduce execution crashes that the accesses to incorrect
memory addresses cause. Figure 7 shows the observed crashes
for a case study application in three chosen scenarios. Approxi-
mate Memory refers to a voltage-overscaled approximate mem-
ory without AxRAM protections. Truncate refers to the use of

the addressing mask to treat incorrect pointers by truncation, in
isolation. At last, stack refers to the AxRAM implementation
of critical data isolation with stack protection only. We omit the
results of AxRAM implementation with both techniques since
this scenario eliminates all crashes in the studied application.

The trending scenario of crashes is that the higher error rates
determine the higher number of crashes. Nevertheless, the er-
rors are non-deterministic and may occur at any point in the
execution. An error at a critical point may cause an execution
crash. Therefore, some higher error rates may show a smaller
number of crashes, but without effects on the trending line.

The addressing mask of truncate corrects only pointers that
would fall into invalid memory locations because of a mem-
ory error when fetching the pointer. When a pointer read from
memory contains some error but still falls within a valid mem-
ory region, this error is undetectable by the interface and the
execution proceeds as if no error had happened. Thus, although
valid, the address may point to a memory location that does not
contain the expected value, causing some consequence accord-
ing to how this value is used during execution:

• The value is used as part of a data region of the applica-
tion (e.g., a pixel of an image for JPEG), the computation
proceeds with the wrong value, and some quality degra-
dation is perceived. This is the most common behavior
perceived in out test applications, where data crashes are
eliminated, and the execution proceeds with impact in
quality;

• The value is used as a reference to a code region (e.g.,
a function pointer) and the application jumps to the in-
correct address, breaking execution flow and/or causing
a flow crash. Our experimentation scenario includes ap-
plications such as qsort that make use of function pointers
and exhibit such flow crash behavior;

• The value is used as a reference to another data region
(e.g., a data pointer in a linked list) and the application
fetches and uses data incorrectly, causing quality degra-
dation or, eventually, entering an infinite loop, a timeout
crash. Our experimentation includes applications such as
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Figure 7: JPEG: Executions crashes implementing AxRAM protection techniques – No crash happens combining both Truncate and Stack.

dijkstra that make use of data structures that rely on data
pointers and, thus, exhibit this timeout crash behavior.

The addressing scheme of truncate eliminates data crashes,
while these crashes interrupt 50% of executions in approximate
memory evaluations at a 1E-4 error rate. Nevertheless, flow and
timeout crashes sum 21% of approximate memory executions
and 56% of mask executions. The causes of more crashes of
these types are the result of the scenarios discussed above. Nev-
ertheless, the number of successful executions on mask is 44%
in comparison to 39% on approximate memory at the maximum
error rate evaluated.

The stack protection implementation achieves an aggressive
elimination of crashes compared to both other techniques. Stack
eliminates flow and timeout crashes at all error rates. On this
technique, the interruptions due to data crash are 26% of execu-
tions at maximum error rate, while truncation eliminates data
crashes at this error rate, but exhibits 17% and 39% of timeout
and flow crashes, respectively.

The evaluation demonstrates that stack and truncate attack
different types of crashes and in different ways. The combina-
tion of both techniques eliminates all crashes on the studied
application. Therefore, it shows potential improvements in ap-
plication resilience in the evaluated scenario.

6.3. Execution Crashes

Execution crashes cause premature interruptions in the ex-
ecution flow, without producing an output. Thus, an execution
crash implies a zero quality output and increases the energy cost
since a new execution is necessary to recover the lost data. The
AxRAM protection cannot eliminate execution crashes for all
application domains. Especially when applications heavily rely
on memory references or convergence, an execution flow devi-
ation may lead to an interruption by timeout. In the use of data
approximation, the number of crashes tends to increase with the
error probability. There are downside deviations at some points,
because of the non-determinism of the errors. A higher number
of executions may soften these deviations.

AxRAM shows no data crashes at any error probability in
our evaluation. The addressing mask of our design avoids data
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Figure 8: Crashes of CPU-bound applications.

crashes due to truncating out-of-bounds addresses instead of
crashing the execution. To analyze the behavior of all applica-
tions, we separate the analysis by application type. Applications
of the same type have some characteristics in common, but this
does not determine their crash behavior.

CPU-bound applications exhibit fewer crashes than other
types due to a non-intensive use of memory, the approximate
component. Figure 8 shows the execution crashes of these ap-
plications. In general, the use of approximate memory does not
strongly affect CPU-bound applications since just nbody shows
a significant number of execution crashes in this environment.
Nbody uses data pointers to iterate over its vectors, which ex-
plains the high occurrence of data crashes. The use of AxRAM
highly benefits nbody, once all executions produce results up to
the 1E-4 error rate.

Figure 9 shows execution crashes to signal-processing ap-
plications. These applications have many error-tolerant data
but crashes affect their executions more than CPU-bound ap-
plications in approximate memory. AxRAM eliminates all exe-
cution crashes in the evaluated error rates to these applications.

Memory-bound applications are commonly more suscep-
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Figure 9: Crashes of signal-processing applications.

tible to crashes due to the intensive use of memory. Figure 10
shows crashes for these applications. The non-determinism of
crashes strongly acts on bunzip2 due to error recovery mech-
anisms in its kernel. The application bzip2 has similar opera-
tions than bunzip2 but does not have the error recovery mech-
anisms and is more affected by execution crashes. Dijkstra and
qsort also represent corner cases in the AxRAM technique. Di-
jkstra uses a list-like structure that strongly relies on pointers
to store its information. If one of these is incorrectly read, the
application would loop over random data in memory, causing
a timeout crash – thus although many data crashes are elimi-
nated, timeouts take their place. Qsort uses function pointers to
call the comparison routine within the sorting algorithm. Dif-
ferently from data pointers, these are not recovered by the ad-
dressing mechanism and end up causing flow crashes. These are
more noticeable in the AxRAM scenario because, after elimi-
nating data crashes, the application ends up lasting longer and
increasing the probability of an error to affect a function pointer.
Memory-bound applications are in general strongly affected by
execution crashes in approximate memory, and AxRAM protec-
tions show the potential to decrease and postpone significantly
the number of crashes in three applications: bunzip2, bzip2, and
qsort.

6.4. Quality

Execution crashes highly influence the average quality since
each one represents a null-quality output. Nevertheless, errors
in non-critical data influence the quality degradation as well
and, therefore, also impacts the average quality. When com-
pared to approximate memory, AxRAM allows a higher error
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Figure 10: Crashes of memory-bound applications.

rate to achieve the same expected average quality for the ap-
plication output, which potentially translates into higher energy
savings. Figure 11 shows the average output quality to all exe-
cutions of evaluated applications. Since each error rate point in
the X-axis is a logarithm interval, a small displacement to the
right that AxRAM allows in the curve represents several degrees
of energy-quality adjustment. The results show that 8 out of
12 applications exhibit significant quality improvements with
AxRAM.

CPU-bound applications show different patterns of the
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Figure 11: Average quality of each application.

quality line behavior. Mandelbrot has an almost null impact
with the use of approximate memories. Spectralnorm exe-
cutions show lower quality without a significant number of
crashes. Nbody gets low quality early on an abrupt fall because
of execution crashes. AxRAM is capable of postponing the qual-
ity decrease of nbody and holds up the quality of spectralnorm.

Signal-processing applications usually tolerate more er-
rors than other applications. The behavior of jpeg and reg detect
applications with AxRAM protections is the postponement of
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Figure 12: Mean of relative energy to achieve average qualities thresholds.

quality abrupt decreases in some steps of error rates compared
with approximate memory. The application fft has a similar
quality in all error rates in AxRAM and approximate memory.

Most of the memory-bound applications have a similar
quality behavior on AxRAM and approximate memory environ-
ments, with or without error rate steps offset. The memory-
bound applications that do not suffer significant differences
in quality with AxRAM are 2mm and floyd-warshall. Applica-
tions bzip2, bunzip2, and dijkstra have an offset of some error
rates, depending on the threshold. Qsort achieves the highest
improvements in quality with AxRAM among memory-bound
applications with several error rates offset.

In general, our results show that crashes strongly influence
the average output quality of application executions. Neverthe-
less, some applications show a different behavior between crash
increases and quality depreciation. This evidences that crashes
are not the only influence on the average output quality.

6.5. Energy

The quality analysis in Figure 11 shows how AxRAM al-
lows applications to produce higher quality results when sub-
jected to a given error rate, which is analogous to produce
higher quality results at a fixed energy budget. However, in-
creasing the output quality also allows applications to be exe-
cuted at higher error rates while still meeting a quality require-
ment. Thus, instead of increasing quality at an energy budget,
AxRAM can also save energy for a given quality constraint. To
evaluate this, we calculate the relative energy consumption tak-
ing into account a quality threshold to profile the application.
The baseline can be called an accurate memory, defined as a
memory that yields the very low probability of error of 1 in
10−12 operations. The profiling of the application on this envi-
ronment statistically guarantees an average quality on a certain
relative energy consumption. The accurate memory region of
the protected stack is negligible compared to the energy con-
sumption of the entire memory array. In our experiments, the
size of the stack of all applications is at most 250 kB.

To find the relative energy consumption to an average qual-
ity, we associate each error rate with a respective dynamic en-
ergy consumption. The expected behavior without the influence
of crashes is that energy consumption decreases smoothly as the
error rate increases. Nonetheless, the growth of data and flow
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crashes causes abrupt decreases in energy consumption due to
the termination of executions earlier than expected. Moreover, a
large number of timeouts cause an increase in energy consump-
tion.

Figure 12 shows the geometric mean of the minimum re-
quired energy to achieve average quality thresholds from 95%
to 100% at a 0.5% step. AxRAM achieves more energy savings
than approximate memory at all quality thresholds. Neverthe-
less, depending on the quality threshold AxRAM does not ex-
hibit energy gains to all applications compared to approximate
memory, e. g. at a 95% quality threshold that AxRAM saves en-
ergy to 9 out of 12 applications with an 8.92% mean of less
energy.

Some applications are not achieving 100% quality with both
approximate memory and AxRAM. Thus, an accurate execution
is needed to reach this quality, which causes a considerably in-
creasing of energy consumption. Nevertheless, 100% quality
represents an accurate output and a requisite to applications that
execute in approximate environments is that some inaccuracy is
tolerated.

6.6. Quality-Energy Efficiency
Quality metrics show how much the output deviates from

the original result. Energy metrics show to what extent the ap-
proximation provides benefits. These two types of metrics show
different aspects of the results. Thus, we define a combined met-
ric that represents both aspects, the Quality-Energy Efficiency
(QEE). This metric is defined by Q

E , where Q is the normalized
quality and E is the percentage of energy relative to the con-
sumption of an accurate memory. Figure 13 shows the average
QEE to all evaluated applications and error rates.

An accurate memory has QEE equals to 1.0 since the qual-
ity of its outputs is 100% and its relative energy consumption
is 100%. Thus, the results of QEE less than 1.0 are inefficient
due to being below the results of an accurate memory. All eval-
uated applications show some error rate with QEE higher than
1.0. AxRAM has a higher peak of QEE than approximate mem-
ory for 10 out of the 12 evaluated applications due to the post-
ponement of the QEE fall to higher error rates. The QEE line
of mandelbrot, reg detect, and spectralnorm shows that these
applications are not affected by memory errors with AxRAM
protections.

Despite QEE represents a combined metric of quality and
energy, it does not show individual values for quality or energy.
A very low energy consumption may represent an increase of
QEE even with low quality. Applications dijkstra and jpeg show
this increase in the higher error rates with approximate mem-
ory, where the average energy consumption is very low due to
crashes at the beginning of the executions but the average qual-
ity is almost null. Despite that, the peak of QEE in our evaluated
scenario to all applications achieve quality higher than 90% for
both AxRAM and approximate memory.

7. Discussion

AxRAM proposes a generic memory architecture that im-
plements a set of approximate states, which are operating points

Approx. Memory AxRAM
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Figure 13: Quality-energy efficiency for each application.

that induce read and write errors in the stored data. By control-
ling the error rate and the region of the memory array that is af-
fected, the AxRAM interface allows an external agent to control
the degree of approximation provided, inducing energy savings
by tolerating some quality depreciation.

In our simulated evaluation, however, we employ AxRAM
in a limited scenario in which one single-threaded embedded
application runs in bare metal in the CPU, with full control over
the entire memory array and AxRAM control knobs. In this sce-
nario, each induced memory error is a single random bit flip in
the memory data word per operation. In this section, we discuss
this simplified scenario and the implications of more realistic
conditions in the proposed technique.
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7.1. Approximation Technique Applicability

Different kinds of data are being produced by billions of
low-power devices [6]. The exactness required to process tradi-
tional data is usually not necessary for these new kinds of data,
where errors are often tolerated. These data include human per-
ception contexts, like recognition and vision, and other types of
processing, like machine learning and data mining. The approx-
imate computing paradigm aims to exploit degrees of error tol-
erance while maintaining acceptable results. AxRAM explores
approximations at the memory level and raises the likelihood of
acceptable quality to achieve energy gains.

In our evaluation scenario, we target applications or kernels
that repeatedly execute over many different inputs, e.g. learn-
ing inferences over images acquired from a camera. In these
applications, it is possible to recover from lower than tolerable
quality outputs by re-executing or discarding useless outputs.
Nevertheless, AxRAM is applicable to other scenarios of data
approximation that could be benefited from its protections.

The applicability of AxRAM is the same as the general
approximate computing techniques, entirely dependent on the
context of the applications. The data that tolerate errors should
be substantial to achieve the benefits that AxRAM provides.
The implementation of critical data isolation with stack protec-
tion shows potential gains, but do not protect critical data that
rely on specific data structures, as the linked lists used on dijk-
stra. The use of the stack also should be relatively small com-
pared to the entire memory to use this implementation. Appli-
cations with overmuch recursive calls may increase the accurate
part of memory, which may hold the energy gains of AxRAM.

7.2. Quality Control in Production Scenarios

In production environments, applications accept some qual-
ity loss in approximate environments, but with a tolerable limit.
Thus, it is necessary to find an approximation level that respects
this limit. To calculate the relative energy savings of our tech-
nique, we consider an average quality threshold achieved in
each error rate, where it is possible to obtain lower than required
quality in individual executions. However, we ensure through
profiling that, on average, the application kernel will meet a re-
quired quality target obtained.

After deployment, the output quality cannot be computed
for every execution instance. Nevertheless, we get in a train-
ing phase the error rate to achieve each average quality thresh-
old. Since AxRAM eliminates data crashes and quality has al-
ready been taken into account in the training phase, a watch-
dog technique can be employed to avoid application stalling
(timeout crashes), leading quality and energy to converge to the
observed in the training phase. In case a more dynamic eval-
uation is required, some execution instances may be sampled
and elected for non-approximate computation, fine-tuning the
operating point selection.

7.3. Multi-bit Memory Errors

Our simulated evaluation scenario considers single-bit soft
errors to simplify error modeling. The effects and behavior of
AxRAM under single-bit errors are similar to those of multi-bit

errors. Incorrect pointers resulting from multi-bit errors would
also be truncated by the AxRAM addressing mask that would
avoid data crashes caused by these pointers. The correction pro-
vided by this mask would achieve similar results on both sce-
narios, with the same level of approximation, in the same order
of magnitude on single and multiple-bit errors. Evidence from
Sangchoolie et al. [54] suggests that the single bit-flip model is
enough in resilience studies for less pessimistic fault injection
scenarios since the outcomes are similar in most cases.

7.4. Implications of Approximation Control

The AxRAM interface exposes to the environment – the
application, in the simpler embedded system scenario, an
application-level library, the OS, or the middleware – control
knobs in the form of memory-mapped registers. Although these
registers can be written at any point at execution time, chang-
ing the approximate state or the approximated memory banks
is a potentially time-consuming operation, similar to changing
power states or dynamic voltage-frequency scaling (DVFS). For
this reason, it is desirable to perform coarse-grained control of
approximations, reducing state changes to a minimum, such as
in the evaluated scenarios, where we set the approximate region
and state at application kernel start-up and keep the setting until
the end.

8. Conclusion

AxRAM is an approximate data access interface that avoids
execution crashes implicitly and without significant perfor-
mance and energy costs. AxRAM has two main features that in-
crease execution resilience: an addressing scheme to treat incor-
rect memory references and critical data protection of the sys-
tem stack. Incorrect memory references are the main cause of a
great part of the execution crashes, and AxRAM proposes three
techniques to treat these data: ignoring out-of-bounds pointers,
storing zero in the destination register, and truncating these val-
ues into allowed memory bounds. The protection of the sys-
tem stack provides the error isolation of critical data to many
kinds of applications without user intervention, such as func-
tion pointers, local variables, and control indexes.

Our experimental evaluation shows that the critical data im-
plicit protection decreases the number of flow crashes, while
the addressing schemes are able to avoid data crashes. An im-
plementation of AxRAM in an embedded computing scenario
featuring a dual-voltage SRAM memory with configurable re-
liability shows a reduction of 51% of execution crashes across
all error rates compared to an unprotected approximate mem-
ory. At 95% average output quality, AxRAM shows dynamic
energy savings of 9% and a higher peak of quality-energy ef-
ficiency for 10 out of 12 applications when compared to un-
protected approximate memory. For the same 95% average out-
put quality, when compared to a system with non-approximate
memory producing exact results, AxRAM reduces dynamic en-
ergy consumption in half.

AxRAM improves execution resilience using techniques
applicable to common types of applications. However, some
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critical data are application-specific and are not covered by this
protection. Thus, as future work, we intend to identify, in the
application, common structures and code patterns that lead to
execution crashes if exposed to errors.
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